INSPIRATION
•	Lecture 2
•	Revelation has to do with:
•	1. ____________________
•	2. ____________________
•	3. And ways that God has made Himself known to man.
•	Hebrews 1:1-4
INSPIRATION
•	An essential element in God’s revealing acts was His use of inspired interpreters to proclaim, record, and preserve authentic witness to His acts of__________________.
INSPIRATION
•	The doctrine of inspiration affirms the _____________-that God Himself, 
through His Spirit, was directly involved 
•	in the writing, 
•	________________, 
•	_________________, and 
•	____________________
•	of this written Word 
•	(His revealing and redemptive action in history) 
•	in written form.
INSPIRATION
•	WHAT DOES THAT BIG WORD  MEAN?
INSPIRATION
•	Many theological viewpoints would be willing to say the Bible is inspired.
•	Yet, little uniformity is found in  what is meant by this term “inspiration”
•	Some focus on the “___________________”
•	Others refer to “the_________________________”
•	Still others relate it to the “_________________________”
BIBLICAL CLAIM TO INSPIRATION

•	The doctrine of inspiration is _____________something theologians have______________.

•	It is a teaching found in the Bible itself
The Bible’s Claim

•	The Bible has a right to _____________for itself
•	The Bible is God’s indispensable, 
•	irreplaceable witness to God’s saving deeds on our behalf.
•	The ________________________of those who wrote the Bible is 
•	a clear claim the Scriptures make for themselves.
THE CLASSICAL PASSAGES
•	There are two major passages in the New Testament that speak directly to the question of inspiration:

•	2 _________________________3:14-17 and

•	2 ___________________________1:20-12
2 Timothy 3: 14-17
•	But as for you, continue in what you have learned and have firmly believed, knowing from whom you learned it and how from childhood you have been acquainted with the ___________________________________ which are able to instruct you for salvation  through faith in Jesus Christ. All ____________________is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness, that the man of God may be complete , equipped for every good work.
2 Timothy 3:14-17
•	Quite obviously this is referring to the Jewish _______________________________scriptures
•	Yet, now they would be interpreted through the revelation of Jesus Christ 
•	They must be understood by seeing them “by faith”
•	Here the value, use, and purpose of the Old Testament is demonstrated.
•	Here - the emphasis is on the __________________and value, not on the method of ____________________
2 Timothy 3:14-17

•	The scriptures are able to lead us to experience _______________in Jesus Christ

•	Scriptures lead us into __________________________________________.
Three Lessons from 2 Timothy 3:14-17
•	1. The ________________________Bible is inspired and __________________________
•	NT uses the word “scripture” 51 times
•	always in reference to a particular part of the Bible
Lessons 2 and 3
•	2. The _____________________Bible is ____________-____________________
•	the means was the “breath” of God
•	3. The __________________Bible is______________________.
•	The purpose is expressed
Summary of 2 Timothy 3:14-17

•	These verses teach that 
•	“the entire _______________
•	came from God 
•	in order to
•	 show us 
•	how to_____________________.”
2 Peter 1:21

•	First of all you must understand this, that no prophecy of __________________is a matter of one’s own interpretation, because no prophecy ever came by the impulse of man, but men moved by the _______________________________ spoke from God.
2 Peter 1:21
•	Here no explanation as the ___________________of how God did the inspiring of men.
•	But Peter reflects the common Jewish conviction that God was behind the writing of these materials
•	These men were under the ______________________of the Holy Spirit of God the Father.
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“Moved” by the Spirit
•	this word is fascinating to look at
•	____________________uses it and perhaps sheds light on what Peter means here
•	Just before the ship that was taking _______________to Rome was wrecked on the Island of Malta, it ran into a fierce storm.
Moved by the Spirit
•	Though these were experienced sailors, they could not steer the ship because of the winds. 
•	So the ship was “_________________” about by the winds and taken wherever it took them. 
•	In the same manner men were moved about by the ___________________to produce the most Holy and God directed book.
Other phrases
•	Thus saith the Lord
•	Exodus 4:30 - _______________spoke all the words that God had...
•	2  Samuel 23: 1-3 - The Spirit of the Lord speaks …
•	Jeremiah 36:1-2 - This word came to ___________________from the Lord
•	Even Jesus in John 12:49 - For I have not spoken on my own authority; the Father who sent me has himself given me commandment what to say and what to speak.
Materials Included in the Bible
•	Material directly from God - The _______________________were directly written by God (Deut 9:10)
•	___________________material - Luke 1:1-4
•	___________________Material - about one fourth of the Bible is prophecy when it was written. 
•	This material can only come for God for no human author can be 100 percent correct.
•	_____________________Materials - mostly written by those living in the times - Nehemiah
•	other Historical materials were revealed by God - creation to Moses

Unique Materials Included:
•	The Bible records ACCURATELY the ____________of Satan (Gen 3 etc)
•	It contains quotations from __________________- Titus 1:12
•	It  even contains some very vivid and ___________________materials - yet they are accurate - Romans 9:1-3
An Attempt to Define:
•	A proper definition must be attempted and formed on the basis of Scriptures examined above.
•	The bare bones attempt:  
•	Inspiration is: _________________carrying ___________along so they wrote ___________________message in the Bible”
A Further Definition:
•	God  superintended the human authors  
•	of the Bible so that they
•	 composed and recorded
•	 without error 
•	His message to mankind 
•	in the words of their original writings.
An Overview of the Theories
•	1. General ___________________Theory
•	2. General _______________________________Theory
•	3. __________________________Dictation Theory
•	4. The /___________________________ Theory
•	5. The _______________________________Theory
The General Intuition Theory
•	sees inspiration as an equal to the intelligent and natural ____________________of other philosophers
•	this invalidates the biblical teaching that the “Spirit moved on men”
•	it assumes that natural insight is the only source for ______________________truth
•	it regards the Bible as the product of men’s own ___________________________
•	it obscures God’s revelation of Himself to men
The General Illumination Theory
•	a refinement of the ______________________theory
•	stresses the inspiration of the writers “____________________________”, 
•	but the writers were left to their own in the choice of words.
•	Calls attention to the _______________________________effort of God and man
Mechanical Dictation Theory
•	assumes the ____________________________of the biblical writers
•	He acted as a penman only, 
•	he was a dictation machine for God to use
•	the chief emphasis is on the ____________________words or the Bible
•	problems: it stresses a _________________________view of mankind
•	denies that God uses and works through men’s personalities
The Verbal/Plenary Theory
•	holds the ___________________of the Bible are an essential part of the divine revelation
•	and the Bible is divinely inspired in all its _____________________
•	___________________________= full and is taken in two senses: 
•	1. Every book is equally inspired; whole Bible is the result of God’s action
•	2. Every kind of knowledge encountered in the Bible
Verbal/Plenary Theory continued
•	this means that “__________________the Bible speaks on matters having to do with medicine, health, etc., the Bible does not lie to us.”
•	this takes serious the _____________________place in the Bible’s production
•	this balances the human and the divine places in inspiration
•	a weakness is to so emphasize the propositional truth of the Bible that he personal nature of faith is subordinated to belief in statements about the Bible.
Dynamic Theory
•	holds to a clear view of inspiration
•	but understands inspiration more as “a matter of the _____________________of God’s salvation than the method or _____________________by which it was reduced to written form.
•	The authority of the Bible is in its wholeness and unity in the light of the truth of God in Christ.
Dynamic Theory continued
•	The emphasis is more on the ____________________of ________________________than an effort to full explain the _____________________of inspiration.
•	Seeks to take the _____________________of inspiration as seriously as it does the _____________________side
•	the weakness is to overstate the _________________________elements in scripture and to depend too much on human wisdom to judge the truthfulness of its divine message.

